
Creative Expressions PROJECT BOOK

MATERIALS REQUIRED: (....continued) Paper piercing ruler and Piercing tool, Black Archival Ink pad. Anti-static pad,
Perfect Medium Clear Embossing Pad, Fine Tip Black Marker, Gold Satin card, Cosmic Shimmer Dries Clear Glue,
Grand Calibur. 39
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1 Begin by cutting a piece of milk
coloured card that is 5” x 6 ¾” in size.

Dust your entire card with an anti-static pad.
Using a Jet Black Archival Ink pad, stamp
your sentiment in the lower right corner.

2 Using all five of the small Christmas
Baubles, stamp each one at a varying

height with a Clear Perfect Medium pad.
Emboss with Cosmic Shimmer Bright Gold
embossing powder.

3 Using a fine tip black marker, draw a
line upward from each of your

ornaments.

4 Using the Holiday Magic Spellbinders
M-Bossability folder, emboss your

stamped card. Cut a slightly larger black
mat for it.

5 Using the swirl from the Heartfelt
Dutch Iris die set, cut four out of soft

gold card and four out of black card.
Arrange the swirls coming from the upper
left corner of your card. Glue into place so
they are slightly offset from each other.

6 Using the Layered Poinsettia die, cut
the pieces to make two flowers from

black card, one with the three smallest dies
and one with the two smallest dies. Bend
each of the petals in the centre for
dimension and then offset the layers of each
flower. Glue a Self Adhesive pearl in the
centre of each flower. Attach both flowers to
the upper corner of your card.

7 Cut a larger piece of Milk coloured
card and pierce the edges with a

piercing ruler and pokey tool. Cut a final mat
of Milk cardstock to complete your project.
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Instructions:
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MATERIALS REQUIRED: Creative Expressions Christmas Bauble stamp set, Spellbinder Layered Poinsettia die set,
Heartfelt Dutch Iris die set, Cosmic Shimmer Bright Gold embossing powder, Holiday Magic Spellbinder M-Bossability
folder, Milk card, Black card, Creative Expressions Self Adhesive White Pearls, (continued on next page....)
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